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Introdu tion

One of the most prominent trends in resear h on natural language parsing during the last de ade has been the development of data-driven methods and in
parti ular the use of sto hasti parsing models (see, e.g., Magerman [18℄, Bod
[2, 3℄, Charniak [6, 7℄, Collins [8, 9, 10℄ and Goodman [13℄). Another trend,
although perhaps less prominent, has been a growing interest in models based
on dependen y grammar, exemplied by the olle tion of papers in Kahane and
Polguère [17℄.
In this paper, I will be on erned with the ombination of sto hasti parsing
and dependen y grammar. More pre isely, I will review two dierent attempts to
develop sto hasti models of dependen y grammar, namely those of Carroll and
Charniak [5℄ and Eisner [11, 12℄. The entral on epts of dependen y grammar
are introdu ed in se tion 2; the two proposals are dis ussed in se tions 34; and
on lusions are drawn in se tion 5.

2

Dependen y Grammar

By and large, dependen y grammar is a rather vague on ept whi h is probably
best understood as an umbrella term overing a large family of grammati al
theories and formalisms that share ertain basi assumptions about grammati al
stru ture (see, e.g., Tesnière [25℄, Sgall, Haji ova and Panevova [23℄, Mel' uk
[19℄, Hudson [15, 16℄, Sleator and Temperley [24℄). Foremost among these is the
assumption that synta ti stru ture onsists of lexi al nodes linked by binary
relations alled dependen ies. Thus, the ommon formal property of dependen y
stru tures, as ompared to the more ommon synta ti representations based
on onstituen y (or phrase stru ture), is the la k of phrasal nodes.
In a dependen y stru ture, every lexi al node ex ept one is dependent on
exa tly one other lexi al node, usually alled its head or regent, whi h means that
the stru ture an be represented as a onne ted graph, with nodes representing
lexi al elements and edges representing dependen y relations. Normally we also
require that the graph does not ontain y les, whi h means that it will in
fa t be a rooted tree with the root node representing the head of the senten e.
Figure 1 illustrates the dieren e between a phrase stru ture tree (top) and a
dependen y graph (bottom) for the simple English senten e she bought a ar :1
1 There seems to be no general onsensus as to whether the edges representing dependen y
relations should be drawn pointing from heads to dependents or vi e versa (or indeed with
arrowheads at all). In this paper I will adopt the former alternative, whi h seems most
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Figure 1: Comparison of parse tree (top) and dependen y graph (bottom)

Given these basi assumptions about dependen y stru ture, there are a number of parameters that an vary between dierent dependen y grammars. For
example, lexi al nodes an be assumed to represent words, strings of words
or even parts of words. Dependen y relations an be dire ted or undire ted,
labeled or unlabeled.
Another set of issues on ern the relation between dependen y stru ture and
word order (or surfa e realization generally). In many versions of dependen y
grammar, in luding the inuential work of Tesnière [25℄, dependen y stru ture
is assumed to be independent of surfa e realization, whi h means that there is
no linear order imposed on the nodes of the dependen y graph. In other versions, in luding most dependen y-based approa hes to natural language parsing,
the nodes of the dependen y graph are ordered by a linear pre eden e relation
representing the word order of the senten e. I will say that the latter kind of
dependen y graph is linear and the former non-linear. By extension, I will also
talk about linear and non-linear dependen y grammars.
The distin tion between linear and non-linear dependen y grammars is related to, but distin t from, the more well-known distin tion between proje tive and non-proje tive dependen y grammars. Proje tivity (sometimes alled
planarity ) is the requirement that a head and its dependents be realized in surfa e stru ture as a ontinuous string of words, where ea h individual node is also
realized as a ontinuous string. In a linear dependen y grammar, this amounts
to the requirement that there are no rossing edges (whi h is the motivation for
the term planarity ).
There is a strong orrelation between proje tivity and linearity in that linear dependen y grammars tend to assume proje tivity, whereas non-proje tive
grammars typi ally use non-linear dependen y graphs (and handle surfa e realization in a separate omponent of the grammar). But there is no ne essary
onne tion, sin e linear dependen y graphs with rossing edges an be used to
onsistent with the assumption that the dependen y graph forms a rooted tree.
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represent non-proje tive surfa e realization, and non-linear dependen y graphs
an easily be ombined with proje tive surfa e realization.
If there are many open issues with respe t to the representation of dependen y stru ture, it is even more un lear how dependen y grammars should be
dened as formal systems. First of all, mu h of the work on dependen y grammar has been arried out in a des riptive linguisti tradition where formalization
is not a entral on ern. But also within the more formally oriented omputational linguisti ommunity, there seems to be little onsensus on the best way to
formalize dependen y grammars. Sometimes they are dened as a spe ial ase
of ontext-free grammars, sometimes they are dened in a ompletely dierent
framework. This diversity will be apparent also when we turn to the sto hasti
versions of dependen y grammar in the following se tions.
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Sto hasti Context-Free Dependen y Grammar

A ording to Carroll and Charniak [5℄ a dependen y grammar is a 3-tuple
(S; V; R), where S is the start symbol, V is a vo abulary of terminal symbols (words), and R is a set of ontext-free rewrite rules.2 The rules in R are
restri ted to the following two forms:

 S ! w, where w 2 V
 w ! w , where w 2 V

and

are strings of zero or more w0 , for w

;

2V

In other words, Carroll and Charniak dene dependen y grammars as a spe ial
kind of ontext-free grammar G = (N; V; R; S ), where the non-terminal alphabet
N = fS g [ fw j w 2 V g, and where the produ tions in R are restri ted to the
following two forms:

 S ! w, where w 2 V
 w ! w , where w 2 V

and

;

2 (N fS g)

In the following I will say that a grammar satisfying these onditions is a ontextfree dependen y grammar (CFDG).
The parse trees indu ed by a ontext-free dependen y grammar are not dependen y trees in the usual sense, sin e they ontain nodes labeled with nonterminal symbols. However, it is straightforward to dene a mapping from parse
trees to dependen y trees as follows:




Let

 be a parse tree indu

ed by a ontext-free dependen y grammar

The orresponding dependen y tree T
1. If

x has the form

then

G.

= Æ(), where Æ is dened as follows:

S

Æ(x) = Æ( )

and Charniak use the symbol N instead of V to denote the terminal vo abulary.
In order to a hieve onsisten y a ross se tions, I have hanged the symbols used by the original
authors whenever ne essary.
2 Carroll
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Under the normal interpretation of parse trees for ontext-free grammars, the
parse trees indu ed by a CFDG are equivalent to linear dependen y trees, sin e
they en ode the relative order of dependents both with respe t to ea h other and
with respe t to the head. In order to maintain this property in the mapping outlined above, we need to distinguish between the left dependents Æ ( 1 ); : : : ; Æ ( m )
and the right dependents Æ ( 1 ); : : : ; Æ ( n ) of a given head w. Given these assumptions, a CFDG may be hara terized as a linear, proje tive dependen y
grammar with unlabeled dependen y relations ( f. se tion 2).
The lass of languages LCFD denable by a CFDG is a proper subset of the
ontext-free languages LCF . To see that LCFD is a subset of LCF , we only need
to onsider the fa t that every CFDG is a ontext-free grammar (CFG). To
see that is a proper subset, we onsider the language Labab = fababg over the
terminal vo abulary V = fa; bg, whi h is learly a ontext-free language but
whi h annot be generated by a CFDG.




Proposition:

There is no CFDG that generates

Labab .

We prove the proposition by demonstrating that any CFDG that
generates the string abab must generate an innite language. Sin e Labab
is nite, this establishes the proposition. We begin by noting that if the
string abab is generated by a CFDG G, then it must have a derivation in
one of the following four forms:

Proof:

 abab
S)a)a 1)

2. S ) b ) 2 b 2 ) abab

3. S ) a ) 3 a 3 ) abab

4. S ) b ) 4 b ) abab
where i ; i 2 (N fS g) . Consider the rst ase. Sin e the terminal

a an only be derived from the nonterminal
a, we must have that 1 )

11 a 11 . But then we also have that a ) a 11 a 11 , whi h means that a is
1.

a re ursive ategory and the grammar generates an innite set of strings.
The remaining three ases are analogous, with b being the ne essarily
re ursive ategory in ases 2 and 4. Sin e one of the four ases has to hold
for any CFDG that generates abab, the proposition follows.
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Sin e the language Labab is in fa t a regular language, one may ask whether
LCFD ontains any languages that are not regular. To show that LCFD does
ontain non-regular languages, we show that there is a CFDG for the language
Lan bn = fan bn j n  1g whi h is known not to be regular (Hop roft et al. [14℄).



Let
1.
2.
3.
4.




G = (N; V; R; S ) be the following CFDG:
N = fS; a; bg
V = fa; bg
R = fS ! a; a ! ab; b ! ab; b ! bg
S=S

Proposition:

L(G) = Lan bn .

We rst prove that every string ! 2 Lan bn has a derivation in
by indu tion on the length of ! . If jwj  2 then ! = ab, whi h has
the derivation S ) a ) ab ) ab. If jwj > 2 then ! has the form
aw0 b, where !0 2 Labab and jw0 j < jwj. By the indu tive hypothesis,
 w0 , whi h means that there must be a derivation for ! of
S ) a )

the following form: S ) a ) ab ) aab ) aw0 b. We then prove that
every string ! 2 L(G) is in Lan bn by indu tion on the number of steps
in the derivation of ! . If ! is derived in at most 3 steps, then it must
have the derivation S ) a ) ab ) ab and ab 2 Lan bn . If ! is derived
in n + 2 steps (where n  2) then the derivation must be of the form
 aw0 b, where a )
 w0 in n 1 steps. But then
S ) a ) ab ) aab )

0
there is also a derivation S ) w in n steps, and sin e ! 0 2 Lan bn (by the
indu tive hypothesis) it follows that ! 2 Lan bn .
Proof:

G

In sum, we have shown that the lass of languages LCFD denable by ontextfree dependen y grammars forms a proper subset of the ontext-free languages
but in ludes languages that are not regular. To further hara terize the lass
LCFD is a problem that we set aside for further resear h.
The sto hasti dependen y grammars onsidered by Carroll and Charniak
[5℄ are simply the standard sto hasti (or probabilisti ) ontext-free grammars
(Booth [4℄) that result from restri ting the underlying ontext-free grammars
to be ontext-free dependen y grammars in the sense dened above. Thus, a
sto hasti ontext-free dependen y grammar (SCFDG) is a 5-tuple (N; V; R; S; P ),
where (N; V; R; S ) is a CFDG and P is a fun tion that assigns probabilities to
the produ tions in R in su h a way that the following onditions hold:

P



For every nonterminal n 2 N ,
P (n ! ) =
produ tions in R with n as their left hand side).



Let ! be a string in L(G), let f1 ; : : : ; m g be the set of parse trees for
! a ording to G, and let [ri1 ; : : : ; rini ℄ be the bag of rules needed to
onstru t the parse tree i in some anoni al way. Then we have the
following:
1.

P (i ) =

Y P (r

j =ni
j =1

ij )
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1 (where

ranges over

2.

P (!) =

X P ( )

i=m
i=1

i

In order to assign probabilities also to dependen y trees, we extend the mapping
from parse trees to dependen y trees dened earlier as follows:

P (Æ(i )) = P (i )
Although the probabilisti model assumed in a SCFDG is the same as in a
standard SCFG, the spe ial form of the underlying CFDG in fa t eliminates
one of the weaknesses usually attributed to this model, viz. the la k of lexi alization. Sin e the nonterminal symbols of a CFDG (ex ept for the start symbol)
stand in a one-to-one orresponden e with terminal symbols, onditioning rule
probabilities on the left hand side be omes equivalent to onditioning on lexi al
heads. Moreover, sin e the nonterminal symbols o urring in the right hand
side of the rule are also lexi alized, the probabilisti model of a PCFDG an in
fa t apture dependen ies between a lexi al head and its dependen ies. This is
illustrated in Figure 2, whi h shows a a simple SCFDG, and in Figure 3, whi h
shows the parse tree  and dependen y tree T = Æ ( ) assigned to the string she
bought a ar by the grammar. The probability of the analysis a ording to the
grammar is P ( ) = P (T ) = 0:125.

S
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bought
bought
bought
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he
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ar
bike
bike
a
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a
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(1.0)

Figure 2: Sto hasti CFDG
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Weighted Bilexi al Dependen y Grammar

Eisner [11℄ presents three dierent probability models for dependen y parsing,
all of whi h an be viewed as instan es of the general lass of weighted bilexi al
dependen y grammars dened in Eisner [12℄, although I will only dis uss one
of the models in this paper (model C). I will begin by hara terizing the wider
lass of bilexi al dependen y grammars (without weights) and then move on to
weighted grammars and in parti ular model C of Eisner [11℄.
A bilexi al dependen y grammar (BDG) onsists of two elements:
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A vo abulary V of terminal symbols (words), whi h ontains a distinguished symbol root.



For ea h word w 2 V , a pair of deterministi nite-state automata lw and
rw . Ea h automaton a epts some regular subset of V  .

The language
follows:

L(G) dened by a bilexi

al dependen y grammar

G is dened as



A dependen y tree is a rooted tree whose nodes are labeled with words
from V , and where the root node is labeled with the spe ial symbol root.
The hildren of a node are ordered with respe t to ea h other and the
node itself, so that the node has both left hildren that pre ede it and
right hildren that follow it.



A dependen y tree is grammati al a ording to G i for every word token
w that appears in the tree, lw a epts the (possibly empty) sequen e of
w's left hildren (from right to left), and rw a epts the sequen e of w's
right hildren (from left to right).



A string ! 2 V  is generated by G with analysis T if T is a grammati al
dependen y tree a ording to G and listing the node labels of T in inx
order yields the string ! followed by root; ! is alled the yield of T .



The language

L(G) is the set of all strings generated by G.

Bilexi al dependen y grammars are similar in many respe ts to the ontextfree dependen y grammars onsidered in se tion 3, both being linear, proje tive
dependen y grammars with unlabeled dependen y relations. We have already
seen that the lass LCFD is a subset of the lass LCF of ontext-free languages,
and the same holds for the lass LBD of languages denable by BDGs.



Proposition:

LBD  LCF
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We prove the proposition by showing that for every BDG G there
is a CFG G0 su h that L(G) = L(G0 ). Let G be a BDG with vo abulary
V and let G0 = (N; V frootg; R; S ) be a ontext-free grammar, where
N = fn j n ! 2 Rg and R is onstru ted as follows:

Proof:

1. For every w 2 V , onvert lw and rw to regular grammars with start
symbols wl and wr , respe tively, making sure that the nonterminal
vo abularies of these regular grammars are mutually disjoint, and
hanging all terminal symbols w to w . The produ tions of these
regular grammars are in R.3

frootg, the produ tion w ! wl wwr is in R.
The produ tion S ! rootl is in R.4

2. For every
3.

w2V

Then L(G) = L(G0 ), the proof of whi h we leave as the proverbial exer ise
to the reader.
However, the exa t hara terization of LBD and its relation to LCF D depends
ru ially on what restri tions (if any) we impose on the automaton lroot dening the permissible (left) dependents of the spe ial symbol root 2 V . It seems
in the spirit of dependen y grammar to require that root always has a single
hild,5 but this requirement is not stated expli itly in Eisner [12℄. Without the
requirement, it seems that LBD may well be a superset of LCFD , sin e we an
then onstru t a BDG for the language Labab shown in se tion 3 to be outside LCFD .6 With the requirement, it is lear that LBD fails to in lude some
languages that are in LCFD , but the onverse is also true.




Proposition:

LCFD 6 LBD

Proof: Consider the language
vo abulary V = fa; b; g.

Lbabj a = fbab; a

g

over the terminal

1. We rst show that there is a CFDG G su h that L(G) = Lbabj a .
Let G = (N; V; R; S ), where N = fS; a; b; }, V = fa; b; g, R =
fS ! a; a ! bab; a ! a ; b ! b; ! g, and S = S . It is easy to
prove that both bab and a are generated by G and that any string
generated by G is either bab or a .

2. We then show that there is no BDG G su h that L(G) = Lbabj a .
We do this by proving that any BDG that generates the strings bab
and a must also generate other strings. Let G be a BDG that
generates bab and a . We assume rst that the strings bab and a
are generated with a as the sole dependent of root. Then it must be
the ase that the strings b and are a epted by both la and ra , whi h
implies that ba and ab are in L(G). On the other hand, if bab/ a
an be generated with b/ as the sole dependent of the root, then

3 Methods for onstru ting a regular grammar from a nite automaton are des ribed, for
example, in Partee et al. [21℄ and Aho and Ullman [1℄.
4 We may safely ignore root , sin e dependen y trees with right hildren to the root are
r
never grammati al.
5 This restri tion is in line with the requirement for CFDGs that produ tions with S as the
left hand side are always of the form S w.
6 We simply let l
root dene Lbaba (remember that left hildren are a epted right to left)
and let all other automata dene the empty language.

!
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this b/ must dominate the other b/ in the dependen y tree, whi h
entails that babab/ a a is also in L(G). Hen e, L(G) 6= Lbabj a .
Proposition:

LBD 6 LCFD

Consider the language L( b)m a(b )n
over the terminal vo abulary V = fa; b; g.

Proof:

= f( b)m a(b )n j m; n  0g

1. We rst show that there is a BDG G su h that L(G) = L( b)m a(b )n .
The automata of G are given in Figure 4, where lroot = (1), la
= ra = (2), and rroot = lb = rb = l = r = (3). Sin e every
grammati al dependen y tree must have a as the sole dependent of
root, and sin e a an have zero or more o urren es of b to the left
(remember that left hildren are a epted right to left) and zero or
more o urren es of b to the left, it is lear that L(G) = L( b)m a(b )n .
2. We then show that there is no CFDG G su h that L(G) = L( b)m a(b )n .
We do this by proving that any CFDG that generates strings of the
form ( b)m a(b )n must also generate strings that are not of this form.
Let G be a grammar that generates strings of the form ( b)m a(b )n .
Given the onstraints on nonterminal symbols and produ tions in a
CFDG, it must be the ase that G ontains the produ tion S ! a and
a produ tion of the form a ! n1 an2 , where n1 ; n2 2 N , L(n1 ) = ( b)
and L(n2 ) = (b ) . Both n1 and n2 an be either b or (but nothing else), but in either ase the grammar must ontain the following
produ tions:
(a)
(b)
( )
(d)

b!b
b! b
! b
!b

First of all, b and has to be mutually re ursive in order to allow
arbitrarily long strings ontaining the same number of bs and s.
Se ondly, both the left linear and the right linear produ tions are
ne essary in order to allow both sequen es of b and sequen es of b .
But if G ontains all four produ tions and n1 and n2 must be either b
or , then G also generates strings of the form (b )m a(b )n (and many
other forms that should not be allowed). Hen e, L(G) 6= L( b)m a(b )n .
(1)

(2)

(3)

-


n
-

-
n


n
-

a

 L(1) = a
- L(2) = (b )


b

L(3) = 

Figure 4: Automata for BDG
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G, L(G) = L( b)m a(b )n

We turn now to weighted bilexi al dependen y grammars (WBDG), whi h
are dened as follows in Eisner [12℄:



A weighted DFA A is a deterministi nite automaton that asso iates a
real-valued weight with ea h ar and ea h nal state (Mohri et al. [20℄).
Ea h a epting path through A is assigned a weight, namely the sum of
all ar weights on the path and the weight of the nal state. Ea h string
! a epted by A is assigned the weight of its a epting path.



A weighted bilexi al dependen y grammar G is BDG in whi h all the automata lw and rw are weighted DFAs. The weight of a dependen y tree T
under G is dened as the sum, over all word tokens w in T , of the weight
with whi h lw a epts w's sequen e of left hildren plus the weight with
whi h rw a epts w's sequen e of right hildren.

Eisner [11℄ presents three dierent probabilisti models for dependen y parsing,
whi h an be re onstru ted as dierent weighting s hemes within the framework
of bilexi al dependen y grammar. However, the rst two models (models A and
B) require that distinguish between an underlying string ! 2 V  , des ribed by
the bilexi al grammar, and a surfa e string , whi h results from a possibly
nondeterministi , possibly weighted nite-state transdu tion R on ! . The surfa e string
is then grammati al with analysis (T; P ) if T is a grammati al
dependen y tree whose yield ! is transdu ed to along an a epting path P
in R. To avoid the distin tion between underlying strings and surfa e strings,
I will on entrate here on model C, whi h was found to perform signi antly
better than the other two models in the experiments reported in Eisner [11℄.
First of all, it should be pointed out that all the models dis ussed in Eisner
[11℄ involve part-of-spee h tags, in addition to word tokens and dependen y
relations, and dene the joint probability of the words, tags and dependen y
links. Model C is dened as follows:
n

P (tw(1)  tw(n); links) =

YP (l (i) j tw(i))P (r (i) j tw(i))

i=1

where tw(i) is the ith tagged word, and l (i) and r (i) are the left and right
hildren of the ith word, respe tively. The probability of generating ea h hild
is onditioned on the tagged head word and the tag of the pre eding hild (left
hildren being generated from right to left):

m
Y
P (l (i) j tw(i)) = P (tw(l

j (i)) j t(l j

P (r (i) j tw(i)) =

j (i)) j t(r j

j =1
m

YP (tw(r

j =1

1

(i)); tw(i))
1

(i)); tw(i))

where l j (i) is the j th left hild of the ith word and t(l j 1 (i)) is the tag of
the pre eding left hild (and analogously r j (i) and t(r j 1 (i)) for right hildren). This model an be implemented in the WBDG framework by letting the
automata lw and rw have weights on their ar s orresponding to the log of the
probability of generating a parti ular left or right hild given the tag of the preeding hild. In this way, the weight assigned to a dependen y tree T will be the
log of P (tw(1)  tw(n); links) as dened above. Figure 5 shows a simple WBDG
10

(without part-of-spee h tags) that generates the string she bought a ar with
the same dependen y tree as in Figure 3 earlier and with the same probability
(W (T ) = 3, P (T ) = 0:125).

V = froot; bought; she; he; ar; bike; a; theg
lroot

=

rroot

=

lbought

=

rbought

=

lshe
rshe
lhe
rhe

=
=
=
=

l ar

=

r ar
lbike
rbike
la
ra
lthe
rthe

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

bought (0)
-
-
n (0)

 
-
n (0)

-she (1)--
n (0)
he (1) 
n (0)
-ar (1)--
 

rroot
rroot
rroot
rroot

bike (1)

n (0)
-a (1) --
the (1) 

rroot
l ar
rroot
rroot
rroot
rroot
rroot

Figure 5: Weighted BDG
Comparing model C from Eisner [11℄ with the SCFDG model examined in
se tion 3, we again nd that the models are similar but not equivalent. Both
models derive the probability of a dependen y tree from the probability of dependents given their head, but Eisner's model assumes that left dependents
are independent of right dependents and that the probability of the dependent
sequen e on ea h side of the head an be modeled by a Markov pro ess. By
ontrast, in the SCFDG model ea h distin t onguration of dependents for a
given head has its own probability, whi h means that a SCFDG will in general
have more free parameters than the orresponding WBDG.
Thus, even in ases where it is possible to onstru t a WBDG whi h is
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equivalent to a given SCFDG both weakly and strongly, it may not be possible
to onstru t an equivalent sto hasti model. For example, onsider the language
L(bj )a(bj ) = fbab; ba ; ab; a g over the terminal vo abulary V = fa; b; g. Let
G be a WBDG that generates the four strings of L(bj )a(bj ) with a as the head in
all ases, i.e., with the dependen y trees depi ted in Figure 6. Now, if P (bab) is
greater than both P (ba ) and P ( ab) a ording to G, then P (bab) must also be
greater than P ( a ). On the other hand, it is easy to onstru t a SCFDG that
indu es exa tly the same dependen y trees, but where it holds that P ( a ) >
P (bab) > P (ba ); P ( ab), as is shown in Figure 7.
Of ourse, this does not ne essarily mean that the SCFDG model is better
suited for the analysis of natural language, sin e a larger number of free parameters also means that the model is more sensitive to sparse data. In fa t, the
experi en e from treebank parsing seems to indi ate that a Markov type model
of the expansion of tree nodes is preferable, at least for traditional parse trees
(Collins [9, 10℄ and Charniak [6, 7℄).
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Figure 6: Dependen y trees for
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Con lusion

The two models of sto hasti dependen y grammar ompared in this paper
have many similarities, both being linear, proje tive dependen y grammars with
unlabeled dependen y relations. In terms of expressive power, they both over
a proper subset of the ontext-free languages, although not the same subset.
Sin e the ontext-free dependen y grammars of Carroll and Charniak [5℄ use
produ tions that spe ify the left and right dependents of a head simultaneously,
it is possible to apture onstraints between dependents (as in the language
Lbabj a = fbab; a g). On the other hand, in the bilexi al dependen y grammars
of Eisner [12℄, the permissible sequen es of left and right dependents are dened
independently of ea h other, whi h means that it is possible to impose dierent
onstraints on these sequen es even for arbitrarily long ones (as in the language
L( b)m a(b )n = f( b)m a(b )n j m; n  0g). It is an interesting question whi h of
these apa ities are best suited to the des ription of natural languages.
Turning to the sto hasti models, it should rst be noted that whereas
SCFDG is based on the standard SCFG model, the WBDG framework is in
fa t ompatible with a variety of models, three of whi h are des ribed in Eisner
[11℄. However, if we restri t the omparison to SCFDG and WBDG with Eisner's model C, we again nd that there are great similarities in that both models
apture dependen ies between heads and their dependents by onditioning the
latter on the former.
The main dieren e is again that SCFDG models ea h onguration of dependents separately, while WBDG instead treats left and right dependents independently of ea h other. Moreover, WBDG models the generation of dependents
on either side of the head as a Markov pro ess, where ea h new dependent is
onditioned only on the part-of-spee h of the pre eding dependent (and on the
head). The onsequen e of these dieren es is that SCFDG is less onstrained
in the sense that it an model a larger lass of probability distributions for a
given set of dependen y trees. On the other hand, the WBDG model is more
exible and probably better suited for data-driven parsing, given its relatively
smaller number of parameters.
Finally, let us note that neither of the two models studied in this paper an be
said to exploit the full power of dependen y grammar and sto hasti modeling.
First of all, they do not use the possibility of ategorizing dependen y relations,
whi h allows a more ne-grained analysis of synta ti stru ture. Se ondly, they
are limited to proje tive dependen y grammar, although it seems lear that
ertain onstru tions in natural language are non-proje tive in nature. Thirdly,
the sto hasti models are limited to relations between heads and their dependents, whereas a more sophisti ated model ould take more distant relations into
a ount and make the relations between heads and dependents sensitive to the
kind of dependen y relation at hand (whi h in turn requires that dependen y
relations are ategorized).
A very interesting proposal in this respe t is the statisti al theory of dependen y syntax developed by Samuelsson [22℄, whi h provides a sto hasti
formalization of non-proje tive dependen y grammar in terms of two separate
sto hasti pro esses, a top-down pro ess generating dependen y trees and a
bottom-up pro ess generating surfa e strings given dependen y trees. To ompare this theory with the models dis ussed in this paper is an interesting proje t
for the future.
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